
 

Darwina

I feel sorry for the family but what sort of person signs their healthy kids up for a drug trial or medical

experiment?

 Posted On 02/18/2024

 

sst

Darwina, I agree with you.

 Posted On 02/19/2024

 

Galeforce

My thoughts exactly, although that doesn't less the tragedy of the result.

 Posted On 02/19/2024

 

Lyrathelyre

Unfortunately we do not live in an ideal world. The mother like many other people probably thought

the drug company was bene�cial, and that their intent was benign. Many people are not well informed.

I had the impression that all three children signed up for the money $114. Am sure the mother bitterly

regrets her ignorance, and will live forever with her decision. Poor lady, poor child.

 Posted On 02/19/2024
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Darwina

True Lyra. The family must be suffering awful regret and I am sorry for that.  We all do dumb things

but I just wonder whether there was a bit of virtue signalling on the part of the mother. An experiment

is an experiment.

 Posted On 02/19/2024

 

Guillermou

There have been many initiatives based on deception and misinformation. Also included rewards. A

New Jersey initiative that rewards public school students with gift cards and cash prizes for creating

posters and videos promoting vaccines has drawn criticism from critics. They say it's just a thinly

veiled attempt to convince young students to create "promotional material on behalf of

pharmaceutical interests." Brian Hooker, senior director of science and research at CHD, said teachers

are incentivized to lie while students “are incentivized to create a misinformation campaign,” with the

ultimate goal of marketing the campaign to a demographic. younger and innocent.

www.theepochtimes.com/us/new-jersey-public-school-prize-for-vaccine-sc..  (02/06/2024)

 Posted On 02/19/2024

 

Alldogsgotoheaven

It makes one wonder but the mother obviously put her trust where it should not have been. I know a

man who signed up. This is a smart advanced degreed person.

 Posted On 02/19/2024
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brianallen1

One who thinks $119 per visit is a good value. It's actually a great value- for the drug companies.

 Posted On 02/19/2024

 

dav42443

At least she spoke up, loudly, when the damage �rst became apparent. How many others have done

that?

 Posted On 02/19/2024

 

Sminkly

Some people do anything for money it is unbelievable,a mother would do that for a lousy bit of money

.

 Posted On 02/19/2024

 

brianallen1

Alldogs: advanced degree does not necessarily equate with "smart". Certainly not wise or prudent,

either.

 Posted On 02/19/2024

 

jeanpet

And , obviously, they did not do their homework.

 Posted On 02/19/2024
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urs7591

How many parents agreed to vaccinate their babies and young children? How many adults lined up to

get their shots and then their booster again and again? In the beginning of the plandemic millions of

people fell for the fear propaganda, including countless parents. This mother might have given in to

peer pressure but she’s been �ghting for her daughter ever since and has gone very public, despite all

the criticism that has been directed at her. She deserves our support not criticism, they’ve already

gotten that from the medical industrial complex. In my book she’s very courageous. I don’t know if I

could do what she’s been doing and been through and continue to �ght an overwhelming opposition.

 Posted On 02/19/2024

 

erf1969

Nothing like trading your child’s health for $119. My bosses son is 27 and has CP and uses a walker.

Fine until the jibby! Ex wife decided to get his son the P�zer for his protection even though my boss

said no. Now has a non functioning bladder as well as transverse myelitis! He has a permanent bag

strapped to his leg now and can’t feel his legs! Keeps getting UTI’s so they are getting tests done

tomorrow. May just be removing the bladder permanently! All this fun while still using a walker!

 Posted On 02/19/2024

 

Imablank

For a lousy 119.00 non the less! My gosh, eat soup and grilled cheese once a month and you'll save

that on the grocery bill. Skip the coffee, stop the Net�ix . . . ANYTHING other than subjecting your own

child to an experiment. I SHOULD NOT judge, I know. But I am.

 Posted On 02/19/2024
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rjn777

Only a person who "trusts" the medical establishment and is very gullible would think this was a good

idea.

 Posted On 02/19/2024

 

brodiebrock12

Amazing what parents STILL choose to let their child do or be put thru. Tragic story for sure! Hopefully

more parents and minds are activating there GOD given independent thought now after the overt

exposure of just how mis-led they have been. Most of us here have been awake for a very long time.

Watch all 8 episodes of remedy.�lm if you have not.

 Posted On 02/19/2024

 

nomajohns

Yes, Darwina. I agree. What sort of person would sign their healthy children up for a drug trial or

medical experiment!!??

 Posted On 02/19/2024

 

odi02984

Fully agree with your comments. I am in my 60's, never took any jabs and can say "healthy as a horse".

Very fortunate our children and grandchildren did not get any as well.

 Posted On 02/19/2024
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nan5159

A person who has been led to believe that the government can be trusted. Which is the majority of

people four years ago. In my case I signed our son up for an asthma drug trial going on 30 years ago

upon the offer from his doctor, hoping he would be helped, and never assumed it would hurt him. It

didn’t hurt him or help him. Children get so many vaccines that the Covid one just seemed like one

more. I’ve seen the Senator Johnson meeting with this family and her mom seemed caring and wise.

As she said, she believed the worse thing that could happen was anaphylactic shock. That can happen

anytime a child tries a new food. The vaccine injured have been duped and abused and it’s the evil

overlords who did it. Luckily for me, I learned not to trust my government or the pharmaceutical

industry 25 years ago due to a journey that only happened to me. I am grateful I didn’t have to learn it

watching my child suffer. I have only compassion for this woman.

 Posted On 02/19/2024

 

DebraC043

I guess it would be the kind of person who heard how fast this "virus" can spread and how DEADLY it

was! My husband and I were scared of it too, and I let him talk me into getting the �rst P�zer shot. 2

years later, I have gone through everything from loss of my hair, to a very bad case of psoriasis and

eczema for 2 years now! ! ! ! I am 78 years old, (75 when I got that 1st shot). 12 years ago, I cured

myself of "Autoimmune" disease, using diet and exercise. I was extremely healthy for a 75 year old,

but that shot almost killed me! They can take their shot and stuff it!

 Posted On 02/19/2024

 

Vittorio13

Maddie's mother expressed extreme regret for her decision, and has since spoken up against these

shots, including at Sen. Ron Johnson's hearings.

 Posted On 02/19/2024
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hoplitex

@Darwina, THANK YOU for posting this. Your post cuts to the dirty little secret behind much mental

illness. My personal experience has led me to conclude that more than a few primary caregivers

actually HATE and RESENT one or more of their children. Such caregivers, "doth protest too much,

methinks", often going out of their way to demonstrate how much they pretend to care about the

hated/resented child or children.

 Posted On 02/19/2024

 

hoplitex

@Sminkly, in response to your comment that, "Some people do anything for money it is unbelievable,a

mother would do that for a lousy bit of money .". ----- I have a friend who told me that, when their

mother was a child, their grandmother would "give my mother to a man for a week. After that, she (the

grandmother) would get a good deal on a house.". ----- It's been said, "We live in unprecedented times."

No. The evil being exposed has always been there. What *might* be unprecedented, however, is the

fact that so many trusted institutions are �nally being exposed. Until we realize that EVERYTHING*

might be a lie, including "motherly love", until we learn to think critically about everything on a case by

case basis, we will not have learned anything. ----- The ONLY thing we can trust is pure mathematics,

because the bulk of it is focused on proving/disproving itself.

 Posted On 02/19/2024
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shape

Since this was before the covid vax catastrophe, which was the most dangerous and deadly vaccine in

all of history, very few people knew that they were both unsafe and ineffective, especially since

pharma had control/ownership of the media monopoly for decades leading up to it. The medical,

media, government, and academic institutions combined probably wield the most powerful global

propaganda machine of all time. Similarly, very few have awareness of the fraudulent Western medical

system and holistic health - that sadly goes for reporters too. It’s specialized knowledge that’s di�cult

to learn and is deliberately concealed from the public, which in most cases takes a very proactive

approach, and a non-conformist, skeptical mentality.

 Posted On 02/21/2024

 

Guillermou

YOUNG GIRLS AROUND THE WORLD DYING FROM PFIZER COVID-19 MRNA VACCINES According to

EudraVigilance, P�zer COVID-19 mRNA Vaccine has harmed 39,015 children in Europe ages 0 to 17, 70%

of them were girls!. Over 180,000 pediatric adverse events have been reported with COVID-19 vaccines,

65% were girls. Japanese authorities admit 1st teenage death from COVID-19 Vaccines  it’s a 14 year old

girl who had 3rd P�zer mRNA and died in her sleep 45 hours later. In the link more deaths and suffering

www.globalresearch.ca/young-girls-around-world-dying-p�zer-covid-19-m..  (01/14/2024)

 Posted On 02/19/2024

 

juststeve

Conspiracy Theory to suggest deaths, disruption of reproductive, fertility is depopulation? Any hunter,

trapper will inform you, take to many females out of the population and there will be a population

crash.

 Posted On 02/19/2024
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rrealrose

This segment of a Jimmy Dore show/interview was towards the end of Jan 2024: The UK Has a

Problem’: Ed Dowd Reveals Alarming Excess Death Data in Children Notably, this trend didn’t start until

“the magic juice started to be issued to children later in 2021.” - - vigilantfox.substack.com/p/the-uk-

has-a-problem-ed-dowd-reveals

 Posted On 02/19/2024

 

juststeve

rrealrose, like the link subtly points out, where is the ticker tape Death Rate for not only children, but

previously healthy young people in particular? We got a ticker tape, scoreboard showing cases. Cases

'found' by a test it wasn't meant for, picking up pieces of possible junk, yet the spectacle for much of

the general public confused the cases were deaths. When very likely they weren't even actual full-

blown cases of snotty noses, let alone a death. Now, real deaths, real severe damage to people's

health with the Jabs the most common denominator being ignored.

 Posted On 02/19/2024
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Guillermou

Yes, JUST AND ROSE, depopulation. Recent reports from the Governments of the USA, Canada,

Australia, New Zealand, the UK, and various European countries have brought forth troubling

revelations, among which is con�rmation of a staggering number of excess deaths, reaching over two

million since the mass roll- out of Covid-19 injections. A troubling 120,000 excess deaths have also

been recorded among the USA's infants, children and young adults as of week 40 of 2022, and a

curious rise in excess deaths among children across Europe has been recorded ever since the

European Medicines Agency (EMA) extended the Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) of the P�zer

Covid-19 injection to children in the middle of 2021.

With further Government �gures con�rming mortality rates are highest among the vaccinated in every

single age group per 100,000 population, serious questions are now being raised about the accuracy

and potential truth behind Deagel's apocalyptic depopulation predictions. expose-

news.com/2023/11/19/p�zer-reports-covid-vaccinated-death-rates..  (12/11/2023 )

 Posted On 02/19/2024

 

rrealrose

steve, rarely more than 3 days goes by that someone posts on TwitterX a new story of serious injury or

death of their child or their friends' child from scheduled childhood shots, age 4 mo. to 4 years.

Humans are no different than cattle in the eyes of the corporate medical/military industrial racket,

most likely going on for years. One silver lining of covid? Dramatic events have focused a bright

spotlight of attention to ongoing issues.

 Posted On 02/19/2024

 

rjn777

Thank you for the link to this very informative article. I have sent it to two of my friends who have

young grand children who are fully vaccinated. I can only hope that they will read this and take it

seriously.
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dea5625

Depopulation shot for sure. I read from another source that miscarriages are up over 300% as well.

 Posted On 02/19/2024

 

Guillermou

Thank you rjn777, your friends will surely appreciate knowing the danger that their beloved

grandchildren are in.

 Posted On 02/19/2024
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Guillermou

Yes dea, crimes against children, adolescents and pregnant women is another of the maneuvers of

the Pharmaceutical Ma�a with its insu�cient and manipulated trials, its alliance with the CDC and

FDA and with the approval of the "great" Doctor Fauci. In June, the New England Journal of Medicine

(NEJM) published a bogus study claiming that Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19) "vaccines" are perfectly

"safe and effective" for pregnant women to take. A few months later, the NEJM was forced to issue a

correction. The goal, of course, was to convince as many people as possible to read it to accept its

false claims without even thinking twice, simply because it was published in the "reputable" NEJM.

Steve Kirsch, founder of the Covid-19 Early Treatment Fund (CETF). “In summary, the CDC has no

basis to recommend the vaccine to pregnant women. Will the lack of evidence make a difference to

the CDC recommendation? Of course, no. “We will experiment with the public,” Kirsh added. The report

by Shimabukuro et al. includes safety results for 35,691 v-safe participants 16 to 54 years of age who

identi�ed as pregnant and the �rst 3958 participants who were enrolled in the v-safe pregnancy

registry.

“Among 827 registry participants who reported a completed pregnancy, 104 experienced spontaneous

abortions and 1 had a stillbirth. A total of 712 pregnancies (86.1%) resulted in a live birth, mostly

among participants who received their �rst vaccination dose in the third trimester. Among live-born

infants, the incidences of preterm birth (9.4%), small size for gestational age (3.2%), and congenital

anomalies (2.2%) were consistent with those expected on the basis of published literature.. More side

effects in the link. www.nejm.org/.../nejme2107070

 Posted On 02/19/2024
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Guillermou

On October 22, 2020, the FDA and 'vaccine' manufacturers (i.e. P�zer) established that the COVID-19

injections would cause an unprecedented incidence of disease, permanent disabilities, and death. 1)

reproductive and pregnancy disorders (miscarriages, spontaneous abortions, irregular and heavy

menstruation, infertility and erectile dysfunction in men). 178,353 female and male reproductive

system disorders (erectile dysfunction, infertility, heavy menstrual bleeding) 2) nervous system

disease (convulsions, seizures, Guillain-Barre syndrome myelitis encephalitis, encephalopathy,

encephalomyelitis, narcolepsy, cataplexy, meningitis, meningoencephalitis acute demyelinating

diseases) 3) cardiac disease (acute myocardial infarction myocarditis, pericarditis, stroke) 4) blood

clotting and circulatory disease (disseminated intravascular coagulation, thrombocytopenia, venous

thromboembolism) 5) musculoskeletal disease (arthritis, joint pain) 6) 7) autoimmune disease

(Vaccine Associated Immune-De�ciency Syndrome (V-AIDS), Vaccine Associated Enhanced Disease

(VAED), HIV, multi-system in�ammatory syndrome 8) and death.

It is time to no longer tolerate this "mRNA vaccine experiment." We were promised that COVID-19

injections would stop the spread of the "virus" and end the pandemic

karenkingston.substack.com/p/do-people-care-enough-to-speak-out?utm_so..  ( 05/01/2024)

 Posted On 02/19/2024

 

catladyjan

Signed her children up for clinical trial of the vax and �gured the "worst" that could happen was analytic

shock?????????? Not for nothing but what is the matter with these parents??????  Who would do that to

their children????????  Stupid in my opinion.

 Posted On 02/19/2024

 

Almond

She chose to risk anaphalactic shock?!

 Posted On 02/19/2024
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brodiebrock12

and you can't FIX stupid

 Posted On 02/19/2024

 

Darwina

I guess she thought the risk of anaphalactic shock was manageable as the clinic has adrenalin. It's the

experimental bit as a parent that would have worried me more.

 Posted On 02/19/2024

 

hoplitex

But... but... she's getting so much ATTENTION now! That hundred bucks can go to her makeover when

interviewed.

 Posted On 02/19/2024
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juststeve

Wow, this is one Heck of a Tummy ache! - "She suffered a severe systemic adverse reaction to her second

dose of the shot and struggled through 11 ER visits and four hospital admissions in the year and a half

that followed. Injuries from the shot have left her unable to walk or eat — she receives her nutrition via a

feeding tube — and suffering from constant pain, vision problems, tinnitus, allergic reactions and lack of

neck control. In addition, Electric shocks shooting up the spine, feeling like the heart was being “ripped

out." Suffering chest and abdominal pains.

Toes and �ngers turned white and ice cold. In short order, losing feeling in the legs and could no longer

walk. Passing out and losing the swallow re�ex. ### Wow, who knew what most of us believed were

Tummy Aches weren't remotely close? Who knew proper treatment for Real Tummy Aches are treatment

for psychological, and cognitive-behavioral therapy? No wonder our Maintain the Sickness Care System is

so messed up, We, the People are so G -- D--- stupid we don't even have a clue what a (mind you,)

Functional Tummy Ache is. (De�nitely Sarcasm.)

 Posted On 02/19/2024
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Guillermou

And the future will be worse: WHO’S LATEST POWER GRAB IS ESPECIALLY DANGEROUS FOR

CHILDREN Nothing in the documents for the World Health Organization's (WHO) proposed new

treaties oblige the WHO to differentiate its binding directions for their impact on children, thus

allowing for mass testing, isolation, travel restrictions and mandated vaccination — potentially with

experimental products — for healthy pediatric populations. A global system for digital “health

certi�cates” for veri�cation of vaccine status or test results would be routinized, and a bio-

surveillance network whose purpose would be to identify viruses and variants of concern — and to

monitor national compliance with WHO policy directives in the event of them—would be embedded

and expanded.

For any of these sweeping powers to be invoked, there would be no requirement for an “actual” health

emergency in which people are suffering measurable harm; instead, it would be su�cient for the

director-general, acting at his or her discretion, to have identi�ed the mere “potential” for such an

event. It is hard to overstate the impact of these proposals on member states’ sovereignty, individual

human rights, foundational principles of medical ethics and child welfare.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/world-health-organization-power-gr..  (2023)

 Posted On 02/19/2024

 

juststeve

This situation and the multitudes of those who have died, those left suffering are not the results of a

Big Whoopsie. This is �at out criminal fraud, not mistakes but lies, not research slip ups, not oh, we

forgot we switched out manufacturing methods. Apologies for such if even if they were offered Do

Not Fit the Bill Owed to, We, the People, Humanity. Flat out crimes against Humanity on a Global

Scale. Big Pharma Big Wigs still running, pushing Jabs, Legacy Media Top Dogs, still pushing the party

follow the Science lines, Political players with few exceptions too timid to press for real accountability,

and Mr. Science, Fraudci recipient of the highest paid public "servant," paycheck. so far maybe

suffering a scolding to behind closed doors, still roaming free and collecting a nice fat pension

provided by the very people, public who he and his cohorts destroyed their lives, if not took their life.

 Posted On 02/19/2024
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juststeve

Yes Gui, March is drawing down fast and May isn't much further behind. Yet, for the most part a

chorus of crickets from Legacy Media, Politicians, and continued Locked Out alternative Media to

expose such. The WHO treaty having all hallmarks of expanding the WEF/Gates and all agenda very

likely to bring on Thou Must Obey and Bare Thy Arms or other areas if we so determine.

 Posted On 02/19/2024

 

wns115

Yeah I fully agree with you ....so my question is - why trust Ivermectin? Why trust HCQ...these items

are made by the same scumbag big pharma companies. Since they obviously wanted to cull the

human race, why on earth would we believe that one drug they make is evil....but their other drugs

they make are 'still good'? Basic logic here...not rocket science. Case and point - Friend of mine went

in for dental work, received a novocaine shot and had severe reaction to the shot site for several

months (turns out they put mRNA poisons in novacaine shots now)....also in the numbing

creams...Goes back to my original point - Why trust ANY big pharma product???????????????

Dentists are clueless and they are all getting their supplies from the same evil companies that make

the novocaine only now it's tainted with poison. One local medical director of a LARGE hospital

system here in Atlanta told me that if I get into a car accident, drag myself away from the scene of the

accident and don't let the EMTs 911 take you to the hospital...she said the hospitals have turned into

'killing machines'. She has a 'front row' seat and she has access to all the hospital pt charts and

data...it's a blood bath.

 Posted On 02/19/2024
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juststeve

What to trust? One reason the Rockefeller Model for Medicine dominated beyond the use of its power

plays, control is there having to be a certain level of products, practices actually working, doing some

good. Early use of antibiotics, now misused by loading up CAFO livestock with it, is one example of

once giving a foundation to stand on for pushing other products or practices. One general rule of

thumb is those products to have become off label use, have a given fairly safe, good track record, and

often inexpensive are generally trustworthy. Those products where the Risk/Rewards or Risk/Bene�ts

ratio is good or even exceptional. If things are to be cleaned up, we shouldn't throw the baby out with

the bath water.

A big tell in the Ivermectin is until C-19 it has been used as one of, it not the safest product for a host

of Dis-eases, yet now it has been demonized with Horse Paste Bull Spit propaganda. Data from the

African nations where it is used on the regular, Tuesday pill, with very low Jabs uptake so no side

effects very strongly suggest it has many applications Big Pharma Sharks needing constant feeding

would like it out of the picture. Big Pharma's and all the other Monopoly Too Big to Fail's never-ending

hunger for pro�t$ are only part of the picture. There is also a never-ending cannibalizing others to

promote we have an expanding market.

This destroys creativity, innovation, an ability to adapt and then push all into their one lane claiming

ownership. Like many lifestyle choices, diet, supplements have such positive impacts are also

demonized. It is hard but still not impossible for watchdogs like Doc to �nd good, accurate research

studies to provide many of the answers we seek. Most of all, if your body is screaming not to trust

something, listen to it. It wants to be healthy, its drive is to be healthy and even if it is actually one of

the most Safe and Effective products in the world, if your body says no, just say no.

 Posted On 02/19/2024

 

juststeve

Gui along with the WEF/WHO agenda, right in concert and of concern. Vandana Shiva | False Claims

Of The Green Revolution, Then And Now | 158 www.youtube.com/watch  Will you register your garden

with USDA? www.youtube.com/watch

 Posted On 02/19/2024
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Guillermou

Just, in an interview Vandana Shiva says: The Green Revolution for Africa, the Alliance for the Green

Revolution in Africa, is a joint project of Rockefeller and Gates. Of course, since globalization, Gates

has become super rich, as all tech billionaires have. Both my book “Unity vs. the 1%,” as well as books

collected through philanthrocapitalism movements, are really showing how there is not a single �eld

that does not directly affect human freedom and human well-being where Gates is not trying to take

control right now. So if you want to see that everything we knew was wrong with agriculture, if it has

been given a fast forward, it is because of Gates' philanthrocapitalism.

At the time of the Green Revolution, the tools of destruction were chemical fertilizers. It is the highest

level of violence they can do. Now, when Mr. Gates plays that role, we have tools not only of genetic

engineering, which, as you know, have already been a total failure in terms of delivering on promises:

promises of weed control, promises of pest control. The �rst is: billionaires want our land and they

want our food, because they are two things that humanity cannot live without. He is trying to make it

seem like farming is not for the future. It is the motto of his minions (I call them “his minions”), people

to whom he gives power.

Growing without farmers, food without farms, that is the dystopia. Farming without farmers means

more chemicals, more machines. As Kissinger said, when I wrote my book on the violence of the

Green Revolution, I looked at all the literature and Kissinger's statement that “if you control guns, you

control governments. “When you control food, you control people.” And that's why I say that when you

control the seeds, you control the planet. That's your dystopia: total control.

www.globalresearch.ca/environmental-activism-as-a-capitalist-trojan-ho..  (2023).--
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juststeve

Gui, your link is outstanding and shows while Gates driven Chem Ag one leg on the stool for a New

World Order, just as C-19 and all around it is another leg for the same stool. Vandana Shines in the

interview.
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mtu1976

The unfortunate thing there is only about small number of people who actually know the shot is

dangerous. For instance my wife would not have been aware of the dangers if it was not for me because

she does not read and follow he independent media and other information like I do. It's even true at work

or in families. We have a long way to go. This is worse than the holocaust because there was actual visual

evidence it happen that was so obvious.
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hellbent

No child has the capacity to sign up for a Medical Trial. The Parents signed her up. Mum says that it was

an "important" trial to determine if the jab was "safe" and "effective". I get the "effective" bit - but what kind

of Parent signs up their child to determine if an experimental drug is "safe"?! The Parents either do not

understand the English language and therefore lack capacity themselves, or they are reckless, or they like

the idea of taking part in something "important". A lot of people took the jab because they did not want to

be denied any of life's "pleasures" - even on a "wait and see" basis. The Filth have gr00med us into treating

any self-denial as undesirable.
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Sminkly

It would be better for people to get good education. No they like a. It a money better
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dav42443

They could only do that because the 'doctors'/'Scienti�c Experts' etc. rolled over. Blaming ignorant

mothers is �ne, but the real culprits are those who knew (or should've known),
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jamNjim

A CA school district was coercing children to get the Covid-19 jab by giving them pizza. Then they

were told not to tell their parents: www.foxnews.com/us/california-boy-coronavirus-vaccine-pizza-

consent-sc..
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stickybud

@jamNjim. As child abusers do.
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LongTallTexan

Not sure where I read it but the article stated that by law anything labeled as experimental by the FDA had

to be optional - haven’t seen anything else on this but if true that and the Nuremberg treaty should have

negated all the mandates
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rrealrose

Apparently its just �ne these days to issue illegal Executive edicts, orders that go against the

Constitution and proceed, only stopping after someone brings a lawsuit to challenge the Executive

branch's rights to do so. That takes time; in the meantime, see how much damage the Deep State or

whoever is running the Pres o�ce can do in the interim! That's a rough outline of the current

governing game being played in Wash DC. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ For more detail, suggest

everyone may want to watch this recent Tucker interview w Mike Benz, its been re-posted many times

on X: Ep. 75 The national security state is the main driver of censorship and election interference in

the United States. "What I’m describing is military rule," says Mike Benz. "It’s the inversion of

democracy."- - x.com/.../1758542692294783284  - - Looks like we've been living under military control

since 2016, months before the Trump election.
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Dankaczyk

Finally someone to speak truth to power! I was born without a brainstem or cerebral cortex after my

mother received a hepatitis vaccination 20-years ago (just a few months prior to my delivery). Thankfully,

and even though I am otherwise severely debilitated (my caregiver has to typenthis for me), I can make

total sense out of these amazing posts. This website continues to be the one shining light in my otherwise

darkened days. Thank you!
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brianallen1

Dankaczyk, welcome to the forum. We are glad you are here and can participate. You have a real

challenge, but as you know, it could be worse. Always look for the positives and blessings in all things.

Looking forward to hearing from you often.
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MASONMANNIX

One day this whole vaccine sham is going to blow up to the point where it can’t be denied by media

sycophants that these products are causing adverse health problems. How many athletes have to develop

heart issues or die? How do these mainstream media medical analysts sleep in at night after telling us

lies day after day? Their biggest advertisers during daytime M-F television are P�zer, Abbott Labs,

AstraZeneca, Bayer, Lilly, Bristol-Myers-Sqibb, Moderna, Teva and Johnson and Johnson. Network and

cable television craves those ad dollars and could care less if BigPharma products kill. It has to happen to

one of them and that’s when the lid will blow off this scandal!
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Maritt

Absolutely, 20-30 years time.
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cat7070

What the hell are people thinking when they sign their children up as Big Harma Guinea Pigs!?
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dav42443

When she �rst was seen by (so-called) doctors, they told her the paralysis was due to anxiety. There isn't

enough rope on the planet.
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pammyc

This story is so sad! I'm a 73 year old with grown children, and grandchildren. I was a young mom, and

thought the doctors were there for us in helping us to have healthy babies , and children. We didn't

question them, unfortunately. Also, there wasn't anywhere to do research. If I was a new mom now, I would

question everything! Had I known then what I know now, I would not have vaccinated my kids. Thank God

my kids did ok, but, they did not get as many shots as they are now giving babies! The list is unbelievable!

Prayers for Maddie, hoping they can �nd someone who will help them!
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Darwina

It's the ever increasing volume of them that is scary. My kids were vaccinated in the 80s and had a lot

more than I did.  In comparison to now they were lucky to only have gotten those. HepB for babies

here before they leave the hospital.  What the heck is that about??
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wns115

I don't even trust HCQ nor Ivermectin anymore. Here's why: If Big Pharma can launch a 'killer vax without

any repercussions as part of world wide human culling initiative, why wouldn't they taint HCQ and

Ivermectin with poisons as well? In fact, why on earth would any of us trust Western Medicine/Big

Pharma...ever again? Basic logic here folks...not rocket science (sort of like all the folks who want to vote

their fav. president in when the last election was obviously manipulated.) Why would you vote when it's

obviously not an election but a cabal 'selection' process. Is it time to wake up yet?
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njlady

When you don't vote for who you want, then that is a vote for who you don't want. I agree elections can

and are manipulated, so the way to beat that is to have such an explosion of votes in for your

candidate, that cheating will not work. Therefore, vote.
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jamNjim

That's why you should use the meds made for animals. I have the horse ivermectin on hand in case I

need to teat myself.
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Darwina

HCQ and certainly Iver have been on the market for decades and saved many lives as have certain

antibiotics.  Other drugs I would avoid at all costs unless a dire situation arose eg ssri, statins etc.

 Don't throw the baby out with the bathwater.
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GoldCoaster

Gates and co., all rubbing their hands together in glee. The more people we kill the better! Was surprised

King Charles got 3 jabs, seeing he's into natural medicine and is a member of the WEF. He didn't seem to

know what was going on with the bioweapon covid. He still got covid and now has cancer.
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Big�etch

A statement from the Manipulators. JOB DONE... NEXT.......!!!
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anthony.aaron47

There used to be a crime in these United States known as felony child abuse this mother needs to be

charged for subjecting her children to this experimental gene therapy -- for $119 a pop  which, obviously,

the value she placed on each of her children's lives.
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ez22

Sad about all these repercussions, but these people should have covered their own backsides instead of

jumping on the sheep bandwagon. I don't feel sorry for people who give control of their own health, and

especially their children's health to the medical profession or the government's bogus mandates. There is

no common sense displayed here. Don't you people read, study, research what comes barreling down the

pike when it concerns your own health? I guess you don't think you are your own responsibility. Now deal

with it.
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bptr12

It's all about money. P�zer has a long history of corruption. It is basically a criminal organization operating

under the quise of a do-good medical research establishment. When will people realize that for-pro�t

health "care" can't work for anything but pro�t?
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Uncle.Fester

This is another story that breaks my heart even though there is not much left to break. My wife

(separated) was told to roll up her sleeve and take the plunge by her doctor. As soon as the needle was

removed from her arm she fell to the �oor and started to �op like a �sh out of water. Stupidly a month

later she took jab #2 and was ill for a week afterwards. Unbelievably her doctor persuaded her to take the

booster a few months later, and within a month she was diagnosed with Parkinson’s and Liver disease.

She passed away approximately 2 months after that third shot.... at the age of 49. These monsters need to

answer for their crimes but it appears they are above the law.
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ez22

It goes two ways. Yes, these monsters should answer for their crimes, but they will never do so. First

and foremost, people have a responsibility to themselves to know what they're getting into, no matter

what their quack doctors tell them. Take a lesson from the wise ones who said, no f*%cking way. I am

one of those people. No vaccines whatsoever and no sign of illness through the whole scam.
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odi02984

Darwina - fully agree with your comments. The FDA and Big Pharma - so corrupt. Up here, Health Canada

and our Government are so corrupt and outright evil. Thank you to all who are sharing information via

these means. We are censored by the Government and MSM is supported by the State. Guillermou - thank

you for your great research and providing very useful links. To All Believers - keep the Faith. We have

already won! Our King reigns.
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justbev2

truthaddict.substack.com/p/the-midazolam-murders?utm_source=post-email..
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gmh1954

Big pharma is in business to make money. Sometimes they create a product that helps people and sell it

to make lots of money. Other times their products hurt people and the harmful effects are glossed over.

But pro�t, not the public good, is always the primary goal - that is why we have cancer treatments but are

nowhere near a cure.
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dea5625

Everyone should visit Stopworldcontrol.com and learn the facts. Test kits for Covid were being ordered by

the hundreds of millions in 2018. John Hopkins Hospital, World Economic Forum and Bill Gates

Foundation conduct Event 201 before the virus was released just a few months after. Cannot forget that

Fauci said with 100% certainty there would be a surprise outbreak during the Trump Administration and

Bill Gates saying if we did a really good job with reproductive health care and vaccines that we could lower

the worlds population by 15% in 10 years which based on when this clip was uploaded but since deleted

from You Tube would put us around UN Agenda 2030.

We need to demand our Government leave the UN/WHO/WEF as they are dictating what the

elected/selected do. I remember Trump being interviewed by Candace Owens and him saying not a single

person had been harmed by the Covid vaccines. This is partially true because it wasn't a single person and

it's estimated some 14 million have died worldwide from getting this.
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dea5625

This is really sad. The vaccines are safe for the manufacturers as they have zero liability and effective in

maiming or killing the recipient. Money being made from multiple sources from cradle to grave.
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zumbacjg

I did not get the impression that Maddie’s parents enrolled the children in the trial for the measly $119.

They trusted what the drug companies & the CDC were saying about the bene�ts of the new MNRA

“vaccine” (I.e., gene editing shot). It was only after Maddie suffered debilitating consequences of the

vaccine that her parents realized what could go wrong. Denial, blaming the effects on Maddie’s anxiety

and a stomach ache were doctors’ answers to Maddie’s condition. P�zer didn’t even acknowledge her

condition. Maddie and her family paid a huge price for misplacing their trust and received zero support

from P�zer. Maddie is young and hopefully will recover.
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jamNjim

If anyone trust Big Pharma, I won't to know what rock they've been living under.
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Mercola_Fan

P�zer will never stop! The billions in pro�ts will continue! The sanctimonious sheep will pound their chests

to their cancer shots & scream at the unvaxed for their demise!
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kfont12416

Who in their right mind would hand over their children for $119.00 to a multi-billion drug company to use

for a vaccine experiment? This is where our main-stream media (funded by P�zer) has failed its audience

- truly the enemy of the people because if you are not on social media reading the whistleblower's reports

on vaccines and etc. and you 'trust your doctor' - this is what happens. Vaccine genocide worldwide.

Period. Nuremberg 2.0 cannot happen soon enough for these sociopaths. And the FDA was captured

decades ago by Big Pharm.
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Darwina

I think it was more about virtue than $119.
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m231231

Tough call here.  Military kid o�cer 16th year 2030, 4 years to go, born with bicuspid aortic valve,

discovered in 3rd year service academy 2003, either get vax or quit. Got vax. Others in military left, now

being begged to come back without the vax. Praying son doesn’t die from jab. All for approx $5,000 a

month in pension. Retiring in 3 months. I probably would have done the same.
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jef9075

The mom and kids learned a very tough lesson on who these monsters really are.
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Rosehips

I do feel bad for the mom and family, but a drug company offering compensation for a jab, makes me

question it in the �rst place. These horrible companies along with the likes of Whiny Billy Boy Gates, will

one day pay for their crimes against humanity. It just angers me that these companies won’t accept any

responsibility whatsoever and offer some kind of compensation to the families instead of sweeping it

under the rug and renaming it!
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jasper462000

If these shots go into a vein upon administration, that is when the most problems arise. During trials I sure

sure they had professionals giving the shots. Upon approval when given to the public they hired people off

the street to give these shots.
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yon3943

Your deluded about "they had professionals" during trials --if you want an idea about the conduct of

the trials go back and read Brooke Jackson's description. It's the exact opposite. (She's famous

because of her lawsuit against p�zer) Or did you mean "professional killers"?
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exmouth123

Dr. Mercola What kind of parent would enroll their child in a covid vaccine trial? Dear God, your children

are your world. I cannot understand placing an innocent child in a trial into the unknown. How horri�c. I

am sorry for both this little girl and her mother.
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erf1969

I wouldn’t take that poison syringe for a billion $! There’s no dollar amount you can put on your health!

Parents sign their kids up for $119! I have rich clients regretting their decision to get the jibby. She has

throat paralysis and her husband now has cancer! Blames the jibby! Adults who were healthy now V

injured! I still to this day shake my head to how any adult with a thinking brain took that garbage much

less got it for their kids! They watch FOX on a loop 24/7!  Ding ding ding!
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jamNjim

......"Indeed, if anything, Maddie’s story should serve as a warning to all. It shows just how callous the

vaccine industry and its protectors are. You are the guinea pig, and if something goes wrong, you’re on

your own. You won’t even get an apology, let alone any actual aid"....... They may not give you HELPFULL

advice, apologies, or actual aid, but they will take your money and/or your life. They only make money if

you are sick. After all, it is a pro�t driven system. It is sickening, but it is what it is. It's almost a form of

mental illness. They prey upon the very people who are most vulnerable and easily manipulated (the

elderly and the children).

But, what's more concerning to me is, why does anyone expect anything different? Have you ever really

been satis�ed with any purchase you've made in your life? Where is the value? Most 3rd world countries

have life expectancies longer than the US's. How id that possible? I'm almost 60 and I can barely think of a

single thing I'm proud of that I paid CASH FOR! However, when you make or create something it is life

changing. You can change your life and save a lot of money by walking away from the medical system!
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Rosebud10000

Thank-you Dr. Mercola for highlighting the plight of this young girl. She has been in my thoughts every so

often since it happened. The smug ones can call her parents stupid all they want. But I say there but for

the grace of God.....If I had not had the parents I had, and if I had not happened upon Joe Mercola and

others years ago, who knows what I might have done when the shots rolled out? As it is in 2020 I took one

PCR swab up the nostril in order to �y home, still trusting that "the average doctor" would not do me any

harm and that a swab was just a swab. I know better now. Things are easy in the rear view mirror, but most

of us have at one stage or another been too trusting.
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zrog2000

"Maddie has now been diagnosed with chronic in�ammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy (CIDP) — a

rare autoimmune disease" Can we please stop mislabeling INJURIES as diseases? That makes it sound

like it's just an unfortunate event that was no one's fault.
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stickybud

In the addendum 'Resources for Those Injured by the COVID Jab', which Dr Mercola attaches to relevant

articles, the link near the bottom says 'World Health Council'. It should be 'World Council for Health', and I

wish he would correct it.
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yon3943

Poor young victim, and yes a victim also of her mother's ignorance or negligence--however you choose to

look at that... But for the harms to Maddie alone, a good God-damn many pharmaco-medico industry

types need to be jailed for one hell of along period of time. And their worldly goods con�scated to

compensate this victim (and many others) for the destruction of her life.
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Palazzolo

What parent with a functioning brain would risk subjecting their children to "clinical trials" conducted by

the worst and most abject psychopaths on the planet: The Pharmaceutical Cartel?
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Big�etch

Not only their children but themselves. Fact is, there were billions. In a horrible logical conclusion by

the manipulators " We caught the vulnerable ones ". Almost Biblical (O.T. at least ) in its motivation

and magnitude. Just at a higher tech. level.
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wmackew0

I surprised this is still on You Tube.
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jsmauldin

The FDA is a lawless group that should be shut down! These kinds of events MUST be disclosed and we

MUST cease the use of these vaccines. It is criminal to administer these drugs knowing the complications

they present.
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boxerdogofmine

None of this was an accident. It was intentional. We’re supposed to believe they don’t know what is in the

shots? If they claim they don’t know, then they all need to be shut down. And “if” that were true, how is it

that the good doctors and researchers have seen what is in the shotsand we’re supposed to be ok with,

“Well, we didn’t know the shots were contaminated” I call BS on that. They can also look in a high powered

microscope, they are supposed to be scientists. And yet people seem to have no common sense anymore

or the ability to think things through.

I’m sorry, but Maddie’s mom never should have signed her kids up to be “guinea pigs” with drugs. Just like

my husband, who was told he should get the shot from his workplace, he almost did it thinking it would

protect me. I told him absolutely not. Praise God he didn’t. I was in my late 60’s. No jab, no mask, we just

kept on living our normal life, went shopping, visited our grandkids (who never got the jab either), and we

have all done really well. There comes a time to tell these people no, and now is that time more than ever.
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jackemyers

Most people are aware that Drs pledge to “�rst, do no harm.” If people have been fortunate to have a good

relationship with their dr, they tend to trust drs. We now have to understand that the drs who rise to the top

of their organizations are more interested in power and money. Most other drs do not have the time to do

their own research. Covid has been a wake-up call!
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nateanthony

You can't place all the blame on the mother who probably meant well and wasn't informed or warned about

all the possible dangers. Surely, it was a terrible decision that she will regret all her life what happened to

her daughter. But the real blame and consequences are on P�zer and the health institutions who are all

guilty by deed. What's even more disturbing is P�zer still persists with pushing the dangerous shots. That

they deny her any help or compensation or even an apology is inhumane. They all should conduct the

vaccine experiments on themselves �rst, before they say it's safe and effective. They need to know how it

really feels to be damaged and crippled by their own greed and experiments.
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wareagle82

Even in a country this size, I cannot wrap my head around that many parents willingly signing up their

children to take a shot for a virus that posed almost zero threat to kids. From the start, the one thing that

never wavered was who was at greatest risk: older people with other health issues, the obese, and those

with compromised immune systems. That was when this �rst broke out in Washington state and that's

been the case for the entirety of this sorry episode in American history. How many other kids were harmed

because their parents bought into the fear being peddled by Fauci, politicians, and Big Jab. There may not

be enough prison space to accommodate people whose actions are worthy of public stoning, a barbaric

response to their equally barbaric approach.

 Posted On 02/19/2024

 

Sminkly

P�zer and Company plus all Meds who agreed on this poison because of big money shall be tried by the

HIGH COURT and be put i. Jail forever before they breeding a new poison.

 Posted On 02/19/2024
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nan6449

Did the mother get the jab?

 Posted On 02/19/2024

 

AlainM

German pathologists call for an end to the injections.

 Posted On 02/19/2024

 

1984...

Just another example of our two-tiered justice system. Until our government and the institutions being

protected by it are held accountable, we are at risk of losing our lives and our freedoms at their hands.

 Posted On 02/19/2024

 

jamNjim

It was out of Bill Gates own mouth: "We will control the population with vaccines"

 Posted On 02/19/2024

 

jamNjim

www.youtube.com/watch
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darbar

While I feel for their situation, I'm reminded of Monty Python's "Meaning of Life" where the dad says

"Medical testing for the lot of ya," which obviously was funny due to the ridiculousness of it. To actually do

it is a concept I can't comprehend.

 Posted On 02/19/2024

 

Almond

substackcdn.com/image/fetch/f_auto,q_auto:good,�_progressive:steep/ht..

 Posted On 02/19/2024

 

hellbent

I saw that meme a few months ago and thought that it'd be great to print on the back of a sweatshirt.

Did you get it from Image �les on Truth11 ?

 Posted On 02/19/2024

 

umfuli

I had a medical father who experimented on me with a Swiss manufactured anti bilharzia drug that put me

in a stupor for seven days. I have had a healthy scepticism of all medical interventions since then, sixty

�ve years ago. Probably why I am so well today!
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Rosebud10000

What a story! but in the long run there was a silver lining to that cloud. De�nitely! By the way, did you

actually have Bilharzia?

 Posted On 02/19/2024

 

mrrobb

Here in Downtown-P�zzer >>> "do you really think anyone of us rich scammers give a rats ass about you

lowlife scum???"  ......"Hurry up Pee-onMusk Roll out another one......>>> www.youtube.com/watch

 Posted On 02/20/2024

 

epi-cure

Yesterday starting around 1:15:45 in Doc & Del's conversation, Doc makes a bold statement that "only 2%

of people have parents who truly love them". Does anyone, especially Doc, know what is the source of this

comment? I believe Doc has the right idea about parental love and ability to thrive but only 2% is

incomprehensible. Also, their optimistic outlook is concurred here by Jeff Prather's conversation

Callendar that start's around 26:00.  jeffreyprather.com/ukraining-usa-cia-runs-dod-fbi-cops

 Posted On 02/19/2024

 

brianallen1

Epi, please see my response in yesterday's comments.
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epi-cure

Thanks for weighing in on this pronouncement that seems to have slipped under Del's and most

readers radar. Bromance comes with it's own set of unspoken rules so Del can be forgiven :- ) The 2%

that Dr. M. alleges is not the world I know however when I read your list criteria I'll admit that to check

all the boxes one would be in rare�ed company. Are parents of best intent to be downgraded to less

than loving because the mistakes they made with their kids were out of ignorance? Maybe they could

be held to a higher standard if they knew in advance where all the mine�elds lay before starting a

family.

Most adults I know still exhibit some vestiges of self defeating behavior from the nest in which they

were raised. In order to love fully one has to be aware of the shadow self and that by itself would

probably exclude 98% of adults, especially those of child rearing years. Perhaps that's where that

number originates. I arbitrarily contend that there must be at least 20% of parents whose best effort in

the presence of their albeit less than perfect parenting still quali�es them as loving parents.

 Posted On 02/19/2024

 

GoldCoaster

hoplitex made similar comments here also. Shocking to read at �rst, but with a little pondering I

thought, it does sound absolutely possible the mother had sinister intentions, didn't really care about

her kids, and even maybe to get possible attention for herself, and some parents don't love their

children, but 98% IS incomprehensibly. Also, there's Munchausen syndrome by proxy. We're all thinking

here that the mother was just reckless and stupid, but there could be more going on in her head that

us "normal" people can't comprehend.
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